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Our editorial staff has received several phone calls and emails, with regard to the celebration of
the final match of the World Series of Boxing (WSB) in Kazakhstan.
In general, local fans outraged because of the unfulfillment of what was agreed at the technical
meeting regarding the celebration of home-and-away match to dispute the crown.
Aimed at clarifying doubts, I went to the Cuban Federation of this sport, and its president,
Alberto Puig, confirmed that its initial state was the same. As an executive member of the
International Boxing Association (AIBA), he stated his disagreement with the measure, but
weighed up the pros and cons and preferred not to deprive our boxers from disputing the crown
there, even under adverse conditions.
Cubans also rejected the fact that the official website of the event had published that the final
would be there, even when the conditions were still being negotiated, so it was understood as a
measure of pressure.
Of course, since it was not Cuba’s responsibility, our authorities demanded that the organizers
cover the travel and subsistence expenses of the whole Cuban delegation (18 people) for a
week, in which the members of the Domadores, including the figure in charge of deciding a
likely tie, would benefit with a training base on Kazakh soil.
Moreover, and most importantly, he demanded in a clear tone that organizers have to provide
total guarantees so all votes reflect what happened on the ring. Puig told me he wants to avoid
at all costs an incident similar to the World Cup Houston-1999, because that would affect the
image of IABA significantly, but he did not rule out withdrawing the squad if authentic
deprivations take place at the Astana Sports Palace.
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Finally, he explained that the line-up of the Domadores for the crucial clash would be released
hours before departing to Kazakhstan, that is, at the end of next week.
From all this, you can gather once again that the Cuban Federation has acted with full
transparency, and that the lack of seriousness does not fall over the Domadores, who will fight
with all their strength to regain the crown they won last year.
Translated by Jorge Mesa Benjamin / Cubasi Translation Staff
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